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Abstract
In this paper, we provide an analytical model for the performance
study of different structured P2P overlay networks used for lookup service in IP telephony systems. The overlay provides an infrastructure for
the lookup service required before an actual voice communication is initiated. Our model captures the performance behavior of such overlays
including the mean session set-up delay of a call as well as the system
capacity. These parameters reflect how good a IP telephony overlay is
performing. We formulate the system as a queuing network. We idealize
Chord routing semantics to extract useful observations to obtain closed
form expressions for the session setup delay and capacity as a function
of the number of participating supernodes. The analysis also answers
the question of finding an optimum number of supernodes for minimum
session setup delay.
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Introduction

Peer-to-Peer has been a current service paradigm over Internet for many kinds
of applications ranging from file sharing to naming services. P2P finds its application in large-scale systems riding over Internet. Besides file sharing , content
distribution, virtual networked environment and gaming [13], IP Telephony service using P2P technology has been one of the most successful P2P applications
that have emerged in recent years. The scale of popularity of Skype [3] is an
outstanding proof of these applications.
Skype follows a certain kind of P2P architecture known as Supernode based
P2P. In such P2P systems few among the peers are selected as supernodes (SN).
An overlay is created among these SNs. The other peers (called Client Nodes
(CN)) are associated with one or more SNs and rely on them for the lookup.
Usually, a P2P overlay in such systems is used for resolving the call destination
and the required lookup query routing. When Bob wants to call Alice, the
client agent on Bob’s device sends a lookup request to the SN with which it
is associated. The lookup request contains the identity (e.g. SIP URI) of the
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destination (Alice). The SN of Bob, upon receiving the lookup request, forwards
the message to one of its neighbors in the overlay network. The way lookup
travels in the overlay network depends upon the deployed routing scheme. The
lookup processes is finished when the message is received by the SN who is
serving Alice. Then this SN can reply to Bob with the IP address (and port
number) of Alice so that Bob can initiate a voice communication with Alice.
Such SN based P2P are getting popular since they can be used to make
P2P network maintenance overhead scalable [8]. The supernode P2P networking lies in the category of unstructured P2P systems. In contrast, there is a
different class of P2P called structured P2P systems [25, 22]. They rely on the
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) and offer efficient message routing [17]. These
systems may deploy the SN/CN hierarchy; however since the routing semantic
in the SN overlay is based on the DHT rules, in the literature, these hierarchical structured P2P systems are still referred as structured or DHT based P2P.
P2P IP Telephony systems based on DHT technologies have also been developed
with the expectation that DHT provides better scalability for these systems [23].
There have been some interest on the study of the lookup performance of such
super-peer based systems ([14]). Unfortunately, there is not a clear and deep
insight about the performance of these structured P2P IP Telephony systems in
terms of their call processing capacity, scalability and the required computing
resources.
In this paper, we are focusing on the analytical model of the IP telephony
application of such structured P2P systems. Our earlier paper [10] forms the
basis of this work where previous analysis is extended as a framework for generic
P2P systems. It is important to point out that Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
([21]) has emerged as a standard open protocol of message exchange from IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force) for establishing the connections before the actual communication begins. P2P-SIP has been proposed as a zero-configuration
alternative to the existing SIP protocol (which requires dedicated SIP proxies).
In this context, our analysis also fits in with the general idea of P2P-SIP. Despite the popularity of SIP, different IP Telephony services (including Skype)
use message protocols different from SIP. Our analysis does not make any specific system assumptions on the exact messaging protocol used for the lookup
service.
Great deal of research has been done in the area of performance analysis
of P2P file-sharing and streaming [9, 27, 26]. However, a general lack of delay
analysis for the performance of P2P IP telephony systems motivates this work.
In our work, we propose a generic and simple mathematical approach for deriving and describing the performance behavior of such structured overlay in terms
of the session setup delay and capacity which are expressed as a function of the
number of SNs in a structured P2P system. Moreover, we illustrate our generic
analysis for two structures namely: Chord [25] DHT and Ring DHT. The two
performance parameters of interest in our work are: session setup delay and the
capacity.
Session Setup Delay (also called the post dialing delay) is an important performance parameter of IP telephony application. It is related to the satisfaction
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of the users and indicates how good a given IP telephony service is operating.
ITU-T [12] recommends that 95 percentile of calls in a local telephony scenario
should not exceed a post dialing delay of 3 secs.
Another parameter of interest in such systems is the maximum capacity
of such overlay in terms of the maximum number of users supported without
exceeding the tolerable call drop threshold. In this regard, this capacity is
reflected in terms of the maximum call request rate supported by the system.
The main contribution of this paper can be listed as follows.
• We introduce a key analysis parameter called Absorption probability and
propose a generic analysis model that can be used to find out the expected
overlay hops of a lookup, the mean delay of a lookup as well as the capacity of the overlay network in terms of maximum call request rate to be
processed
• Using the generic model, we express the relationship of the number of SNs
to the mean session setup delay as well as maximum lookup processing
capacity for two different overlay structures: the Ring structure and the
Chord structure. Also, we determine the optimum number of SNs for
minimum session setup delay.
• We verify the analytical results with equivalent simulation experiments.
• We perform simulation based study of a general imbalanced network scenario and compare the results with the ideal model of our analysis.
• We formulate and prove some interesting properties of an idealized Chord
as well as Ring structure overlay.
Our results show that the quantitative characteristics of the capacity as well as
delay parameters as a function of system resources (ie. number of supernodes)
exhibit a trade off relationship. As a specific case, we have focused in obtaining
the resource size (the number of SNs) to obtain minimum session setup delay.
Such a minimum helps to use more efficiently the resources in a P2P IP Telephony system and avoid admitting new SNs which not only do not improve the
performance of the system but also affect the session establishment delay and
increase the unused/wasted resources. Moreover, we observed that the capacity
scaling of overlay network depends upon the structure . As a specific case, we
observed a completely different behavior between a Ring structure and Chord
Overlay. The former exhibits a limit on the maximum capacity where as Chord
has a potential of enhancing capacity arbitrarily by adding more SN resources.
In section 2, we present the generic analysis approach that can be used to
perform evaluation of SN based structured overlay networks for IP telephony
application. In section 3, we illustrate the analysis of Ring Topology and derive
closed form expressions for the mean lookup delay as well as the capacity of
such networks. In section 4, we perform evaluation of a load-balanced model
of Chord overlay. In section 5 we present the results of equivalent simulations
along with the analytical results. Further, we investigate how these performance
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parameters scale with the number of SNs. In section 6 we present the results of
realistic simulations which relax the assumptions made in the analytical model
and thus see the performance behavior of non-balanced overlay structures. Finally in section 9, we summarize our work and mention the future directions.
Appendices detail proofs of some results established in the main text.

2

Generic Analysis of Overlay Networks

Analysis of overlay networks for lookup latency and service capacity can be very
complicated as such. It involves a set of challenges inherent to the overlay network characteristics and the node dynamics. In this work, we intend to propose
a simple analytical approach that can model useful performance behavior of
overlay networks including the lookup latency in terms of overlay lookup hops,
the delay time of the lookup as well as the lookup processing capacity of the
network.

2.1

Absorption Probability

The heart of the analysis involves a straightforward overlay characteristics variable called Absorption Probability defined as follows.
Definition 1. Absorption Probability of a given SN is defined as the probability
with which an incoming lookup is terminated at that SN. An incoming lookup
message can be a new lookup request generated by the CN associated with the
given SN; or it could have been forwarded to the SN by its predecessor(s).
If a lookup message reaches to a SN with whom the destination CN is registered, then the lookup is no more forwarded and this can be viewed as its
absorption. In this sense, an absorption probability defines the total probability for any lookup message being absorbed at the given SN. Obviously, this
parameter depends upon:
• SN Degree: We define the SN degree as the size of the neighbor list (overlay
routing table) of a SN. Among two overlay structures with same number
of nodes and similarly greedy behavior of routing, we expect a larger
absorption probability for the structure with larger average node degree.
This is because network with larger degrees tend to reach the required
host SN more quickly.
• Number of SNs: In the same overlay network, more number of SNs means
less chances of a lookup being absorbed in a given SN (as long as the destination is selected uniformly). Thus, we expect in general that absorption
probability decreases with an increase in number of SNs.
• Load distribution among SNs: Moreover, in a general scenario, different
SNs are exposed to different lookup arrival rates and the load of forwarded
lookups. Thus, even in a given overlay network, different SNs will have a
different absorption probability.
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For an overlay network with N SNs, we represent absorption probability of SN
i as P (N, i). In our analytical models, for the sane of simplicity we relax the
condition in the third following bullet and assume that the overlay is performing
under uniform load balancing.
• All SNs have the same number of incoming as well as outgoing neighbors.
• Equal number of CNs are associated with all SNs
• Each CN generates equal traffic per unit time with a lookup destination
selected uniform randomly among all participating CNs
With this assumption for a given overlay, each peer will have the same absorption probability in whatever follows. We represent this Absorption Probability
simply as P (N ). However, Later in section 6, we present the simulation results to see the performance in presence of an arbitrary load distribution and
arbitrary node-degree distribution.

2.2

Mean Lookup Hop

In this section , we move on to deduce expression for the mean lookup hops in
an overlay network as a function of the absorption probability (P (N )). In an
overlay of N peers, we represent the expected number of SNs visited as S. Then
the mean overlay lookup hops is simply S − 1. In the following proposition,
we show the relationship between the mean lookup hops and the absorption
probability in an ideal load balanced scenario.
Proposition 1. In a load-balanced overlay network, the average number of SNs
visited by a lookup is the inverse of its absorption probability. i.e.
S=

1
P (N )

(1)

Proof. P (N ) is the total probability for any SN to absorb a lookup message
incoming to it. Thus the average number of hops traveled (represented as S)
should satisfy the following relation.
S
X

P (N ) = 1

(2)

i=1

Considering that all SNs have the same absorption probability (P (N )) , we
obtain the following.
S × P (N ) = 1
S=

5

1
P (N )

(3)

Figure 1: Node Model of a Generic Overlay Network

Parameter
λtotal
µ
(k i)
ik
p(k i),i
pi,ik
p0,i
pi,0
λi
ei
ρi

2.3

Table 1: Summary of queuing network parameters
Description
mean total arrival rate
SN service rate
the SN whose k th outgoing neighbor is SN i
the k th outgoing neighbor of SN i
the routing probability from the SN (k i) to SN i
the routing probability from SN i to SN ik
the probability of a lookup message to originate at SN i
the absorption probability
Effective arrival rate in SNi
Visit ratio of SNi
Utilization factor of SNi

Queuing Network Modeling for Delay and Capacity
Analysis

Our P2P system is modeled as an open queuing network. Each SN is a queue
which absorbs any incoming message with a probability P (N ). Any queue i
receives lookup message either from its CNs (modeled as an outside world)
or from its predecessors. Each queue has c incoming neighbors and the same
number of outgoing neighbors. The model of a queue (SN) is shown in figure 1.
In our model, similar to [5], node 0 represents the outside world.
In following subsections, we define parameters of the queuing network. The
summary of the parameters and other related notations are summarized in Table
1.
2.3.1

Traffic Parameters

The assumptions relating to traffic parameters are listed below.
• Total lookup message arrival process in the system is a Poisson process
6

with λtotal mean arrival rate.
• All SNs get exactly the same rate of lookup message requests from their
hosted CNs (this is the result of the assumptions stated before)
• The destination of a lookup is selected uniformly among all the participating CNs such that for any lookup, the probability of a SN being the
destination SN is equiprobable.
• All SNs in the system have an exponentially distributed service time with
mean µ1
• All SNs have an infinite buffer for lookup message
2.3.2

Routing Probabilities

We introduce new notations for routing probabilities. (k i) is the SN whose k th
out-neighbor is SN i. Moreover, ik is the k th out-neighbor of SN i. Then, p(k i),i
is the routing probability from the SN (k i) to SN i. Similarly, pi,ik is the routing
probability from SN i to SN ik . Note that p0,i is the probability of a lookup
message to originate at SN i (which is equiprobable among all SNs according to
our assumption) and pi,0 is equal to the absorption probability.
2.3.3

Calculation of Network Parameters

In this subsection, we define and calculate the network parameters of interest.
Effective arrival rate (λi ) of a queuing element SN i is the gross arrival rate in
SN i including both new lookup arrivals from the associated CNs as well as the
forwarded lookups.
Visit ratio per SN (ei ) of a queuing element SN i is defined as the ratio of
the effective arrival rate of the lookup messages into this SN to the arrival rate
λi
of new jobs entering into the network.i.e. ei = λtotal
where, λtotal is the total
arrival rate of new jobs into the network.
Utilization per SN (ρi ) of a queuing element SN i is the ratio of effective arrival
rate per SN (λi ) and the service rate per SN (µ).
Proposition 2. The visit ratio (ei ), effective arrival rate (λi ) and the utilization
(ρi ) of a given SN i in the load-balanced overlay model is
ei =

1
N P (N )

λi =

λtotal
N P (N )

ρi =

λtotal
µN P (N )

(4)

Proof. The traffic equation for open queuing network is borrowed from [5] as
shown below:
N
X
ei = p0,i +
pj,i .ej
(5)
j=1
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Expanding it for SN i with the given node model and the routing probabilities,
we obtain the following
ei = p0,i + p(1 i),i e(1 i) + p(2 i),i e(2 i) + · · · + p(c i),i e(c i)
Exploiting the symmetricity of the load-balanced overlay model, we know that,
ei = ej For all i, j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N
This eliminates the set of simultaneous equations in equation 5, to solve ei
ei = p0,i + ei

c
X

p(k i),i

(6)

k=1

Noting that pi,0 = 1 −

N
P

pi,ij and since pi,0 = P (N ), we have

j=1

N
P

pi,ij = 1 −

j=1

P (N ) . Now, for the c-regular graph model of the overlay network, p(k i),i = pi,ik .
So, we have
N
X
p(j i),i = 1 − P (N )
(7)
j=1

Now, using equation 7 in equation 6, we obtain the expression for visit ratio as
follows.
1
ei = p0,i + ei (1 − P (N )) =
N × P (N )
. Simply substituting this result of visit ratio into definition of effective arrival
rate and utilization proves the Proposition.
2.3.4

Session Setup Delay and Capacity

Having calculated the network parameters, in this subsection we present the
expressions for session setup delay and the capacity of our P2P overlay.
Theorem 1. The total mean lookup delay (session setup delay) (D) in the
load-balanced overlay model is
D=

1
1
µ(1 − ρi ) P (N )

(8)

Proof. All arrivals are considered to be Poisson distributed. The service times
are exponentially distributed. In this case, the network is a simple product form
Jackson Network [5]. The mean delay per SN (Di ) is given as [5]
Di =

1
µ(1 − ρi )

(9)

Then the total lookup delay in the overlay should be the product Di × S. Both
terms are already determined. So, we have
D=

1
1
1
S=
µ(1 − ρi )
µ(1 − ρi ) P (N )
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(10)

where ρi is obtained from Proposition2. The total session setup delay is composed of the lookup delay (which is derived in this theorem) and the delay of
receiving the acknowledgment from the callee. The second component of the
delay depends on the underlying network topology and is decoupled from the
overlay performance analysis.
In P2P systems, the capacity of overlay has been defined differently based on
the application [9, 27]. In this subsection, we present our definition of capacity
for P2P IP telephony and then we calculate the expression for it.
Definition 2. Capacity of the P2P IP telephony service control overlay is the
maximum lookup arrival rate that the overlay can support. Owing to an infinite
lookup buffer in each SN, our definition of capacity corresponds to the marginal
lookup arrival load after which the delay is no more finite.
Theorem 2. The capacity of the load-balanced overlay model (λmax ) can be
expressed as follows:
λmax = N × P (N ) × µ
(11)
Proof. The capacity corresponds to the total arrival rate (λtotal ) when the utilization per SN (ρi ) derived previously approaches 1. This corresponds to a
higher bound in utilization per SN for finite delay. Equating ρi = 1 can be
solved to find the value of λtotal which represents the capacity of the system in
terms of lookup processing.

3

Ring Topology Overlay Analysis

In this section, we apply our analysis model to a ring overlay topology and see
how our generic approach can be used to model such structures.

3.1

Overlay Description

An example of a ring topology overlay is a Chord like DHT with one successor
and without further fingers. This is a very simple DHT based system where
each peer maintains the routing pointer to only one successor in the ID space
(i.e. SN degree is equal to 1). This is same as the structure described in section
IV(B) of [25] which defines the structure as a Chord Ring. In our scenario, SNs
are the peers and the CNs associate with one of these SNs and generate traffic
to the network . Each peer (SN in our case) hashes a unique identity (example
ip address) to a fixed length hash using uniform hashing algorithms like SHA-1.
This hashed number is the identity of the peer in the overlay network and is
called Node ID. Node ID of a certain peer always falls in the interval of [0, 2k −1]
where k is the number of bits of the generated hash. The keyspace is thought
to be organized in a circular space. A peer occupies a certain position based
on its location in the circular ID space. A peer with node id i considers a peer
with node id j as its neighbor if the circular distance (clockwise) of j from i
is less than the distance of any other node id l from i. If K = 2k is the size
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of keyspace, then for N peers, if the keyspace is uniformly partitioned into the
k
participating N peers, the inter-peer distance is N
. The keys in between a peer
i and its successor are considered to be the keys belonging to the peer i. Any
CN (or a resource) with one of these keys will be associated (registered) with
peer i. We call this SN or peer as a host SN of the given CN. We use this
terminology throughout this paper.
The uniform load balancing assumption, can be interpreted as the two following properties in a ring structured overlay..
• Each SN gets an equal key space partition. i.e. there is a perfect uniform
keyspace partitioning: In a given instance, we can not expect to achieve
this. But, if a uniform hashing scheme is used, in average we can expect
to achieve this with high probability. [25]
• The probability that any lookup’s destination CN is hosted by the participating SNs is equal: The number of CNs associated with a SN is proportional to the keyspace partition assigned to it. For equal number of CNs
associated with the SNs, the host of the destination of each lookup is thus
a uniform integer random variable in the range [1, N ].

3.2

Overlay Analysis

Consider that there are N SNs forming an overlay network. In our scheme,
SNs are numbered from 1 to N . SN i + 1 is the successor of SN i. And, this
wraps around such that for SN N , its successor is SN 1. For any incoming
lookup message in SN 1, SN 1 will absorb the lookup message instantly if the
destination address of the lookup message is searching for a CN hosted by it.
If not, it will forward the lookup message to SN 2. Subsequently, the lookup
query travels through S number of SNs before it is absorbed in host SN. For
any lookup message originated at SN 1, we define
pi = Prob{SN i absorbs any lookup message originated in SN 1
|SNs (i − 1)&(i − 2)& · · · &2&1 DO NOT absorb it}

Noting the fact that the probability of absorption increases in every subsequent forwards until it becomes 1 when it reaches to SN N , we have
pi =

3.3

1
N − (i − 1)

(12)

Absorption Probability and Mean Lookup Hops

We need first to determine P (N ) which is the key analysis parameter. We
express P (N ) as a function of the participating SNs (N ) in the following proposition.
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Proposition 3. Under the assumption that nodes are associated with SNs with
perfect load-balancing, and also that each source initiates a lookup to a destination uniformly then absorption probability(P (N )) for each SN in the ring
overlay is given as

2
N +1

P (N ) =

(13)

Proof. Let
Prob { a lookup message visits SN i} = pv,i
and
Prob{ a lookup message visits SN i
| the lookup was initiated in SN j} = pjv,i
From total probability theorem, we have
N
1 X j
p
N j=1 v,i

pv,i =

(14)

Now, by definition we note the following
pN
v,N = 1

−1
pN
v,N = (1 − p1 )

N −2
pv,N
= (1 − p1 )(1 − p2 ) · · ·

Generalizing this leads to the following

pjv,N =

N
−j
Y

(1 − pk )

(15)

N −j
N

(16)

k=1

But following the definition of pi
j
Y

(1 − pi ) =

i=1

So, from equation 15 and equation 16, we get the following
pjv,N =

j
N

(17)

From equation 14 and 17

pv,N =

N +1
2N
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(18)

We define
P {Ai } = Prob{ A lookup originates at SN i} =

1
N

and
P {B} = Prob{ A lookup arrives to SN N } = pv,N
Note that ,
P {B| Ai } = piv,N
From the theorem of conditional probability, we observe that
piv,N ×
P {B| Ai }P {Ai }
P {Ai | B} =
=
P {B}
pv,N

1
N

=

i 1
N N

!

pv,N

.

Moreover, we can see that pN −j+1 represents the probability the SN N will
absorb any packet originated in SN j, . From equation 12, we see that pN −j+1 =
1
j
N
X


N 
X
1 j 1 1
P (N ) =
pN −j+1 P {Aj |B} =
j N N pv,N
j=1
j=1

 

2N 1 1
2
=N
=
N +1N N
N +1

(19)

whose simplification proves the result.
Having derived the absorption probability, it is trivial to find the mean
lookup hops of the overlay network. The mean number of SNs visited by a
lookup message represented as S in the ring overlay topology is given in equation
20
S=

3.4

N +1
2

(20)

Queuing Model and Network Parameters

We deploy the generic queuing model explained in the previous section to model
the ring topology structure with c = 1. Each node is a queuing element with
1 successor node and 1 predecessor node. A lookup message can be sourced
from the hosted CNs as well as it can be a forwarded lookup message from its
successor. A node forward a lookup message to its successor if it is not the
host SN of the lookup destination. If the node receiving the lookup is the host
SN of the destination CN, the lookup is finished and no more forwarded. As
explained before, we consider this as a lookup message entering a state 0 which
represents an outside world of the open queuing network. The total arrival rate
is divided equally among all participating SNs so that the arrival rate of fresh
request from the hosted CNs to their host SN is λtotal
N . In this case, the node
model is depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 2: Node Model of a Ring Topology Overlay
We have obtained the routing parameters and these are shown in the node
model. We present the equations to calculate the network parameters of interest
in Porposition 4.
Proposition 4. The visit ratio(ei ), the effective arrival rate (λi ) and the utilization (ρi ) at any SN i in our ring overlay model are given as follows
ei =

N +1
2N

λi =

λtotal (N + 1)
2N

ρi =

λtotal (N + 1)
µ
2N

(21)

Proof. Replacing the expression of P(N) from equation ?? in the results in the
Proposition 2.

3.5

Delay and Capacity Analysis

In this section we derive the mean lookup delay as well as the capacity of ring
topology overlay.
Using the expression of ρi from equation 21 into equation 8, we obtain the expression for average delay of lookup in a ring topology as stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. The average delay experienced by a lookup message in the ring
overlay model represented as D is given as follows:
D=

N +1
2µ − λtotal NN+1

(22)

Proof. The general expression of the delay expressed as a function of the number
of SNs from equation 8 can be used to derive the delay for ring topology as
follows.
D=
=

1
µ(1 −

λtotal N +1
µ
2N )

N +1
2µ − λtotal NN+1
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N +1
2

Delay expression seen as a function of N has an interesting property worth
dD
mentioning here. The root of dN
has a positive root as long as λtotal < 2µ and
this root corresponds to a minimum of the function D. This means that there
exists an optimum number of N for minimum lookup delay. The expression can
easily be used to estimate this minimum. So, in general, the delay first decreases
with an increase in number of SNs until a point when the minimum is achieved.
After this point of operation, any further increase in number of SNs increases
the mean lookup delay.
Now, we derive the expression for capacity of the overlay. The capacity has
been defined already in Definition 2. In overlay used for IP telephony service, the
capacity of lookup processing might limit the number of maximum customers
the system can accommodate.
Theorem 4. The capacity(λmax ) supported by the load balanced ring overlay
network is given as
N
(23)
λmax = 2µ
N +1
Proof. The capacity corresponds to the total arrival rate (λtotal ) when the utilization per SN (ρi ) approaches 1. This corresponds to a higher bound in utilization per SN for finite delay. Equating ρi = 1 leads to the result.
Equation 23 is an important result in terms of explaining how capacity (in
terms of supporting more call lookup rates) scales with increasing number of
SNs. For the system to have finite delay, the total arrival rate of lookup should
always be less than this capacity. i.e.
λtotal < λmax

(24)

The functions shows that capacity of ring topology network increases with
an increase in number of SNs. This is as expected. But, the capacity characteristics of Ring Topology exhibits an interesting property of an upper bound in
achievable maximum capacity. We present this characteristics in the following
corollary. This is an interesting result that suggests that the overlay structure
has a direct impact on the capacity expansion property of the network.
Corollary 1. The maximum capacity of a ring topology is limited to 2µ.
Proof. We know that capacity increases with N . Now, the maximum capacity achievable is when N goes to infinity. We find the limit limN →∞ λmax =
limN →∞ 2µ NN+1 = 2µ

4

Chord Overlay Analysis

In this section, we consider a more complicated overlay structure called the
Chord DHT. In followings we present very brief introduction to few key ideas in
Chord DHT that are relevant for the work presented in this paper. For further
details about Chord, please refer to [25].
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4.1

Overlay Description

A Chord node or a Chord peer is a participant of the overlay network. Each
peer hashes its identity (IP address for example) into a k bit long node ID
using uniform hashing functions like SHA-1. The set of possible IDs form what
is called a keyspace. The size of keyspace is K = 2k . There are N peers in the
network and usually N << K. A resource in a Chord Overlay is also hashed
using the same function and thus is identified by a k bit resource ID which also
falls in the same keyspace as the node ID.
The keys are logically organized in a circular space. The corresponding
position by virtue of node ID in the circular space determines the logical position
of the Chord peer in the overlay network. This has nothing to do with the actual
position of the peer in the physical network. Imagine keys organized in a circle
from key 0 to key K −1. N nodes occupy N different keys. The distance between
two keys is considered in a clockwise sense. A peer i has a successor peer j which
is the first peer encountered in the circular keyspace if we travel clockwise from
the peer i. The keys between peer i and its successor are supposed to be the
keyspace partition assigned to peer i. Any resource (or a pointer to the resource)
with a resource ID in this subset is supposed to be stored by this peer. This is
same as the Ring Topology described in the previous section also called a Chord
Ring.
Unlike in Ring Topology, Chord has a more sophisticated routing structure.
It defines the notion of fingers. A peer with node ID l maintains a finger table
with k entries. The ith entry of this finger table is populated with a peer (IP
address and port number) who is responsible for the key l + 2i−1 . In effect, a
peer has k entries with a maximum of k distinct fingers (or neighbors). But,
in general, not all k entries are distinct. There might be repetitions because of
the fact that more than 1 finger entry might point to the same peer. In Chord,
besides fingers, they have defined the concept of successors. Moreover, a peer
can maintain routing information of S consecutive successors (note that the first
successor is also the first finger). In our analysis, we assume that a chord peer
does not manage routing table for successors (except the first one).
Chord defines a greedy routing behavior. For any resource with resource ID p
to be looked up, a chord peer upon receiving the corresponding lookup message
first checks whether the key belongs to itself or not. If yes, the lookup does
not need to be forwarded and will be terminated with a lookup response to the
originator peer. If not, it will forward to the finger peer who is closest (closeness
is defined by the circular distance in clockwise direction in the keyspace) to the
resource ID p but not exceeding the resource ID. For a detailed understanding
of this routing behavior, please refer to [25]. The greedy routing behavior can
be proved to eventually result in successful forwarding as long as the successor
is an entry of the routing table.[25]
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4.2

Overlay Analysis Model

We consider a hierarchically structured P2P model based on Chord. In the
model, SNs create the DHT overlay and the CNs rely on them for lookup service.
4.2.1

Assumptions

Here we elaborate the required assumptions of load-balance for finding the absorption probability. We define our load-balanced Chord with the assumption
that SNs are distributed so that they occupy exactly same key-space partition
of the id space. In a key space of size K = 2k we place N = 2c SNs such that
each SN takes the responsibility of a key-space size of 2(k−c) . SNs are numbered
from 0 to (N − 1) in clockwise order. We illustrate this for the case of 8 SNs
with a key-space size K = 16 in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A simplified Chord overlay Model

For the sake of simplicity in our calculation we assume uniform key-space
partitioning which leads to balanced load distribution on the SNs. Our assumption is an idealization however the original paper on Chord describes that to
occur with “high probability” [25]. Our analysis as such fails to account for the
load-imbalance in the DHT.
4.2.2

Characteristics

In the above Chord overlay model, we explore few facts which are stated and
proved in the followings.
Peer out-degree
Peer out-degree is the number of distinct fingers of a given peer in the overlay
network. Fingers are the neighbors of a peer who are listed in its routing table
[25].
Proposition 5. For N = 2c and K = 2k and N ≤ K, the out-degree of a peer
in the Chord overlay is c.
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Figure 4: Recursively built Lookup Routing path tree for SN 0
The proof is presented in Appendix A. This Proposition is due to the fact
that out of k finger entries of the routing table [25], only c of them are distinct.
Note that when N = K, then the number of neighbors (distinct fingers) are k
and represents the case when all the finger entries are distinct. We express it as
d(SNi ) = c

(25)

Chord Routing path as a rooted-tree
We consider the probable routing path of a lookup message originating at a
given SN as a tree. We call this tree the Lookup Routing Path Tree (LRPT).
For any SN, if a lookup is originated in it, the lookup process can be terminated instantly if the destination is also being served by the same SN. Else,
it needs to be forwarded to one of its c neighbors. The first neighbor is the
successor SN. The cth neighbor is the furthest neighbor. A careful observation
of the routing semantics leads to the following Proposition.
Proposition 6. The lookup message forwarded to ith neighbor can either be
terminated instantly or can be forwarded to one of the first (i − 1) neighbors of
the ith neighbor.
Appendix B details the proof. The Proposition means for example, if a SN
forwards a lookup to its 4th neighbor, the lookup can either be terminated here
or can be forwarded to one of its first 3 neighbors. Following Proposition 6, a
general LRPT for SN 0 is shown in figure 4. A node labeled as i : j : k is the
k th neighbor of the j th neighbor of ith neighbor of SN 0.
An example of the tree is shown in Figure 5, for c = 5. In the figure, a dot
represents a SN in the lookup routing path. The number b labeled for each SN
represents that it is the bth neighbor of its immediate predecessor in the tree.
Effective b-neighbor reachable SN(Eb-NRSN)
For a given SN i, an effective b-neighbor reachable SN is a SN in the routing
path tree of SN i that, apart from absorption possibility, have (b − 1) possible
forwarding branches. In figure 5, LRPT of SN 0 for the case of c = 5 is shown to
illustrate this. Each SN falling in the LRPT is labeled with a number b, 1 ≤ b ≤ c
to mean that it is one of the Eb-NRSNs of SN 0. In the lookup routing path
tree, we have the following facts for any SNi :
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Figure 5: Recursively built Lookup Routing path tree for c = 5
1. Each Eb-NRSN is referred by its predecessors for
keys. (2b−c−1 K)

2b−1
2c

fraction of total

2. The probability that an Eb-NRSN is eventually referred for a lookup
originating at SNi is represented as πb . Then we observe the following
1
2c−(b−1)
. This is the immediate conclusion of the previous fact.
πb =

(26)

Another observed fact is stated in the following Proposition.
Proposition 7. Each SN has 2(c−b) Eb-NRSN and is the Eb-NRSN for
2(c−b) SNs. This can be formulated as follows.
Number of Eb-NRSN (nb ) =2(c−b)
Number of SNs for which a certain SN is Eb-NRSN=2(c−b)

(27)

The proof is given in Appendix C. As an example, in Figure 5 with c = 5
SN 0 has 16 E1-NRSN and 8 E2-NRSN and only 1 E5-NRSN.

4.3

Overlay Analysis

In this section, we derive absorption probability and the subsequent properties
based on our generic model.
Proposition 8. In the given Chord Overlay Model, the absorption probability
(P (N )) is given as follows
P (N ) =

1
for N = 2c and N <= K
(1 + 2c )

Proof. We define the following events.
B = a lookup message in the system visits SN i
A = a lookup message arrived in SN i is absorbed
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(28)

Then,
P {AB}
P {A}
=
(29)
P {B}
P {B}
In the load balanced model, with uniformly selected destinations, a lookup message is equiprobabally absorbed by all SNs. Therefore,
P (N ) = P {A|B} =

P {A} =

1
N

(30)

We let, define event Bji as
Bji = a lookup message in the system visits SN i
|it was originated in SN j
Then, using the theorem of total probability,
P {B} =

N
−1
X

P {Bji }.Prob{Lookup is originated in SN j}

(31)

j=0

Here, load balanced assumption means
Prob{Lookup is originated in SN j} =

1
N

(32)

Also, we have
P {Bii } = 1
In general, P {Bji } depends upon the position of SN i in the lookup routing
path tree of SN j. For any SN j whose Eb-NRSN is the SN i, we obtained the
probability of the lookup generated at SN j to visit SN i in equation 26. We
also know the number of Eb-NRSN in equation 27. We can rewrite equation 31
as follows:
c
1 X
P {B} =
n b πb
(33)
N
b=1

Now using equation 26,27 and 33, we expand P {B} as follows.
1
1
1
1
[1 + 2c−1 c + 2c−2 (c−1) + · · · + 2c−b c−(b−1)
N
2
2
2
1
1
1
c
+ · · · + 2 (2) + ] = [1 + ]
2
N
2
2
Now, using equations 29, 30 and 34, we see
P (N ) = (1+1 c ) for N = 2c and N <= K.
P {B} =

(34)

2

Proposition 9. In the given Chord Overlay Model, the average number of SNs
visited per lookup (S) is given as follows
c
S =1+
(35)
2
Proof. This can be seen in the generic analysis. The mean number of SNs visited
per lookup is the inverse of the absorption probability.
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Figure 6: Node Model of Chord

4.4

Queuing Model and Network Parameters

The generic queuing model explained before can also be used to model the
Chord topology structure with c = log2 (N ). Each node is a queuing element
with c successor nodes (loosely called fingers in this paper) and c predecessors.
A lookup message can be sourced from the hosted CNs as well as it can be a
forwarded lookup message from it successor. A node forwards a lookup message
to one of its c fingers if it is not the host SN of the lookup destination. If the
node receiving the lookup is the host SN of the destination CN, the lookup is
no more forwarded and is considered to enter the state 0 which represents an
outside world of the open queuing network. The total arrival rate is divided
equally among all participating SNs so that the arrival rate of fresh request
from the hosted CNs to their host SN is λtotal
N . The node model is depicted in
figure 4.4.
The routing parameters are shown in the node model. Next, we obtain the
network parameter .
Proposition 10. The visit ratio (ei ), effective arrival rate (λi ) and the utilization (ρi ) of a given SN i in the load-balanced chord overlay model is ei =
1+ 2c
c
total
λi = λtotal
ρi = λµ.N
(1 + 2c )
N
N (1 + 2 )
Proof. The proof of these expressions is straightforward from the expression of
P (N ) in Proposition 1.
4.4.1

Delay and Capacity Analysis

Now, we can apply our analysis model to derive expression for the mean delay
as well as capacity of the Chord network. The results are explained below.
Theorem 5. The mean lookup delay (session setup delay) (D) and the capacity
(λmax ) in the load-balanced chord overlay model are
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D=

1+
(µ −

c
2



λtotal
N (1

+ 2c ))

λmax = N × P (N ) × µ =

N
µ
1 + 2c

Proof. The proofs are simple substitution of the expression of P (N ) in theorem
1 and theorem 2.

5

Results and Discussions

In this section, we present the analytical results already derived in previous
section along with simulation experiments. Equivalent simulation scenario were
developed in ns-2 [18] ( a Discrete Event Simulator). We show the results of
simulation along with the results of our mathematical analysis in an attempt to
verify our analysis.
The mean lookup processing time at each SN ( µ1 ) is set to be 14 sec. A total
of 700 peers are uniformly associated with N SNs. Each peer (CN) is generating
Poisson traffic of lookup requests at a mean rate of 1 lookup per 2 Mins. The
destination CN of each generated lookup is one of all of these peers selected
uniform randomly. An initial overlay construction is made so as to guarantee
the assumed load-balanced scenario.

5.1

Mean Lookup Delay

The absorption probability has been derived for the load-balanced chord in
Proposition 8 and for Ring Topology in Proposition 10. The analytical result
and the simulation results are presented in figure 7 for chord and 8 for Ring
Topology.
In chord, P (N ) tends to decrease more slowly when number of SNs increases
beyond a certain point. The more is the absorption probability , the less is the
number of overlay hops. So, this scaling of absorption probability of Chord is
definitely desirable from latency point of view. Compared to the Chord topology,
the decrease in P (N ) in Ring is hyperbolic and the rate of decrease is higher
for large values of N .
In Proposition 9 and equation 20, we have derived the average number of
SNs visited by a lookup in a load-balanced Chord and Ring P2P overlay. Figure
9 represents the analytical results as well as the results from the equivalent
simulation scenario for Chord DHT where as figure 10 is for Ring Topology. In
chord overlay, the number of overlay hops per lookup increases logarithmically
with an increase in number of SNs. This is in accordance to the order of the
routing suggested in [25]. The increase is linear in Ring Topology.
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Figure 7: Absorption Probability for Load-balanced Chord

Figure 8: Absorption Probability for a Load-balanced Ring
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Figure 9: Average Number of SNs visited per Lookup for Load-balanced Chord

Figure 10: Average Number of SNs visited per Lookup for Load-balanced Ring
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Figure 11: Mean Delay per node per Lookup of a load-balanced Chord
As figure 11 shows, by increasing the number of SNs the delay per SN (Di )
decreases. This is because by increasing N we effectively decrease the load in
each SN. The less a SN is utilized, the less is the lookup delay we expect from
it.
Figure 12 shows the average delay experienced by a lookup message in our
load-balanced chord overlay. An increase in the number of SNs first leads to the
reduction in the total mean lookup delay; this reduction is rather sharp at first.
Then, after a certain point, the delay starts to rise. The point corresponding to
the minimum delay represents the optimum number of SNs for minimum session
set-up delay. Similar qualitative behavior is exhibited by the average delay in
Ring Topology case (see figure 13). This behavior can be explained as follows.
The total lookup delay (D) is a product of two components (D = Di × S).
An increase in the number of SNs on the one had increases the average lookup
hops S) (figure 9) and on the other hand decreases the delay per SN (Di ) (figure
11). When the network is relatively more utilized (i.e. smaller N ), the decrease
in Di by increasing N is more significant than the corresponding increase in S.
This results in a net decrease in the total lookup delay. But, as SNs become
less utilized (i.e. larger N ), then the decrease in Di is less significant than the
corresponding increase in S. This results in an increase in total delay. Now,
minimum overlay delay is obtained at the point where the lookup delay changes
characteristics. This corresponds to the optimum number of SNs for an IP
telephony overlay that intends to minimize Session setup delay.

5.2

Capacity (Maximum Lookup Processing Rate)

The capacity for our scenario of analysis has been defined and derived in the previous section. Here, we present the mathematical results along with equivalent
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Figure 12: Mean Lookup Delay of a Load-balanced Chord

Figure 13: Mean Lookup Delay of a Load-balanced Ring
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Figure 14: Lookup Processing Capacity of Load-balanced Chord for µ =
4calls/sec
simulations. The simulation of capacity for the equivalent scenario of analysis is
challenging. In our simulation, we set lookup buffer size at 1000 which is large
enough to simulate an infinite buffer. We increased the system lookup arrival
rates until the point at which we observe packet drops.
Figure 14 and 15 show how capacity in terms of lookup processing of Chord
and Ring overlay scales with an increase in number of SNs. We see that as
number of SNs increases, the capacity of chord system increases. Similar scaling
is existent in the Ring Topology. However, as predicted by our analysis the
capacity of the network is quickly saturated to a value near the theoretical
maximum of the Ring Topology network.
An interesting comparison between the Chord and Ring overlay is worth
noting. We saw that capacity in chord increases arbitrarily with increase in
N which means that the capacity of the network can be expanded by adding
more SNs into the network. However, in Ring Topology, there is an upper
bound of maximum capacity that can be achieved for a given processing capacity
of a SN. So, we can not arbitrarily increase the capacity of the network just
by adding more SNs. For a given capacity of each SN, there exist a system
size (in terms of total lookup rate ) that can not be supported. This is an
interesting result showing how inefficient topologies can result in a limitation of
the capacity of the network. Our analysis can be used to explore and compare
such performance characteristics among overlay networks of different structures.
Our mathematical results can be used to predict and dimension such systems
based on the maximum users the system can support.
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Figure 15:
4calls/sec.

5.3

Lookup Processing Capacity of Load-balanced Ring for µ =

Delay-Capacity Trade-off

There exists a trade-off relationship between the mean lookup delay and capacity
of such systems. We see that when the number of SNs is increased beyond the
point of minimum session setup delay, capacity continues to increase whereas the
delay also starts to increase. IP Telephony systems are required to operate below
a certain session setup delay as per the recommendation of ITU [12]. So, we can
not arbitrarily add more SNs into the system to increase the capacity. In this
regard, there is a trade-off relationship between the two system performance
parameters. Finding an optimum balance between capacity and delay is an
interesting application of our results. The results can be extended to a more
general optimization problem for benchmarking such systems. The results can
be used in problems related to dimensioning and design as well as to evaluate
the optimality of SN selection algorithms for such IP telephony application
scenario. We reiterate the fact that the important performance parameters
might be completely different for other applications.

6

Simulation based study of non-balanced general cases

The key limitation of our preceding analysis is the assumption of a load-balanced
overlay. In average, such a load-balance is expected to occur in long term because of the uniform hashing functions used to embed resources into keyspace
[25]. But, an instance of an overlay network will have non-equal keyspace partitioning and thus load-imbalance. The objective of the simulation study in
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this section is to see by simulation how the average behavior of real topologies
relate to the load-balanced idealization used in this paper. Unlike the simulation before, we do not guarantee an equal keyspace partitioning among the
SNs. We create instances of the overlay network by hashing the node addresses
with uniform hashing function. The generated instance of the overlay network
in general is imbalanced. Our average result is the average of the average of a
large number of instances.

6.1

Simulation Parameters and Model

We create a discrete event simulation engine in Matlab and model each SN as a
queuing element of service time µ1 . Each SN is assigned a node ID of k bits long
obtained by hashing its address by a uniform hashing function. Accordingly,
the SNs create the overlay according to the Chord rules of finger selection. In
average, λtotal lookup messages arrive in the system per second. The arrivals
are Poisson distributed. SN i will get in effect an average rate of λtotal
K Ki
lookup messages per second from its hosted CNs where Ki is the size of the
keyspace assigned to SN i. Besides this, a SN will also receive forwarded lookup
messages. We set that the substream from hosted CN into each SN is also
Poisson distributed. It is quite obvious to see that P (N, i) is no more same for
all SN i. Note that in the simulation of load-balanced case, we always made
sure that Ki is same for all SN i so that the substreams into individual SNs
were divided equally.
For a given N , if we generate a Chord overlay by hashing the addresses, we
generate different instances of network topology. Unlike the idealized model,
a Chord or Ring graph in this case is not a deterministic graph. It is a semirandom type and is dependent upon the node IDs generated. This makes a lot
of combination of instances possible. To tackle the issue of finding an average
performance parameter for a given value of N, we follow the following approach.
For each value of N , we generate node IDs and thus create a topology. This
topology is considered to be an instance of the network for the given value of
N . Call this instance an instance i. For instance i, we perform experiment for
a time of TI with a total of Li lookup messages simulated. Consider that we
perform experiments for a total of I instances for a total simulation time of T .
If for each lookup message i of the j th instance, the experienced delay is dij ,
then the total mean delay is calculated as follows:
DN =

Li
I X
X

dij

j=1 i=1

Since this approach is a statistical experiment, we also find out the confidence
interval of the mean statistics for a confidence level of 95%. The parameters
and their values used during simulations are shown in Table II.
Moreover, for comparision between the average results so obtained and the
results of the balanced case, we plot the results together in the next section.
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Parameter
N
K
k
λtotal
1
µ

I

Descritption
Number of SNs
Size of Key space
Number of Bits of node ID= log2 (K)
Mean Total Arrival rate into the system
Mean service time at each SN
Number of Instances simulated for each N
Confidence Level of Results

Value

95%

Table 2: Simulation Parameters

Figure 16: Mean Lookup Delay of the general Imbalanced Chord

6.2

Results and Discussions

In figure 16 we see the mean lookup delay for Chord topology in the case of
general imbalance. The simulation results are obtained with a confidence level
of 95%. We present the results to show that the mean lookup delay averaged
over different instances of a general case is close to but larger than the mean
lookup delay of a load balanced instance. Thus the prediction of our analytical
model are expected to exceed in non-balanced scenario. The nature of the delay
characteristics however are similar in both cases. Within the obtained error
interval of the results, our simulation results are an indication that the simple
load-balanced idealization can be a tool of estimating performance parameters
with a fairly simple analytical model. Such an idealization is expected to reflect
average performance behavior of the P2P overlay. We consider that these simulation results emphasize the effectiveness of the analysis method. Obtaining the
relation between the average performance of the general case and the performance of a load-balanced idealization analytically however is our next extension
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of the work.

7

Extending the analysis to other DHT systems

Different DHT based systems have different routing protocols. The topology of
the routing graph differs significantly from one DHT to other. The difference
in the number of next-hop neighbors, the routing semantics used and many
other parameters including the possibility of parallelization make the unified
analysis of the diverse DHT systems very difficult. However, we emphasize that
our analytical model is naturally decoupled into two parts. The first part of the
analysis involves the calculation of the absorption probability (P (N )). This will
be specific to the specific DHT protocol in use. However, the second part of the
analysis requires the knowledge of P (N ) only. The rest of the analysis is general
enough to be used for a diverse types of DHT routing protocols including Pastry
and Kademilla. Thus by abstracting the details of specific routing scheme to a
single parameter, the proposed analytical model can be used in estimating the
lookup performance and lookup capacity of different and diverse types of DHT
systems.

8

Related Works

[17] is an excellent survey of P2P systems for distributed lookup. [25] is the
original paper describing Chord DHT. Our work considers this specific DHT
based P2P as the lookup infrastructure for the analysis.
Because of the diverse applications of P2P systems, the performance analysis
have been done for different kinds of P2P systems characterized by different
performance goals. There is a good deal of work in modeling P2P file sharing
systems [9, 27, 19, 16]. [9] models a P2P file-sharing system as a network of
queues and with the help of model answers useful questions including the effect
of freeloaders in the overall performance. In [27], authors study the service
capacity of file-sharing systems using age dependent branching processes. They
see how the average download delay of such system scales in offered load as
well as peer departure rate. There have been work regarding the theoretical
performance analysis of P2P streaming systems.[24] and [26] include the research
in this direction.
There have been few measurement study of Skype traffic for performance
analysis of the IP telephony service [6, 11]. Moreover in [7] authors model Skype
to obtain the condition of Supernode load that lead to bottleneck. However to
the best of our knowledge no work has been done to model structured P2P IP
telephony overlay for obtaining the performance characteristics. Modeling and
performance analysis of such system in terms of session-setup delay as well as
service capacity is clearly lacking.
[14] is an interesting related work on the study of the lookup performance
of super-peer based DHT systems. They propose bidirectional extensions to
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existing DHT protocols and present a simulation study on the impact of such
changes on the lookup performance as well as the additional cost incurred.
SIP is described in [21]. The IETF activities on P2P-SIP can be tracked
at [2]. [15] and many other recent works present interworking architecture between Intelligent Multimedia Subsystems (IMS) and P2P-SIP. A list of P2P-SIP
implementations and their performances can be found at [1].
Recently, peer-to-peer system has found its application extended to mobile
cellular systems. [4] proposes a novel peer-to-peer architecture for facilitating
mobile devices into well established content distribution networks.

9

Further Work and Conclusion

We have performed mathematical analysis of the performance behavior of structured P2P overlay based on Chord routing for IP telephony application scenario
as a function of the number of Supernode resources. Our results show that mean
session setup delay starts to decrease with an increase in number of SNs until a
point when any further increase in number of SNs causes the delay to increase.
This point of operation with minimum delay corresponds to the optimum supernodes required for minimum session setup delay. Similarly, the maximum
lookup processing capacity (and thus the maximum number of users an IP telephony overlay can accommodate) increases with an increase in the SN resource
with a scaling behavior without saturation. This means that capacity and the
delay performance of overlay hold a trade-off relationship beyond the point of
operation for minimum delay.
There have been countably a large number of Peer-to-Peer structures proposed in literature (e.g. Pastry [22], CAN [20]). We have considered Chord
routing and thus there is a need of a more generalized analytical framework
that can be used to quantify these parameters for several other P2P structures.
Moreover, the analysis as pointed before fails to account for the load-imbalance.
Our future work is geared towards incorporating the general case of load-imbalance
as well as network dynamics in our analysis.
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Appendix A:
Proof of Proposition 5
Proposition: In the load-balanced Chord Model with N = 2c and K = 2k , each
peer will have c neighbors.
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Proof. To prove this result, we assert the following three statements with proofs:
Statement 1: Any SN with SN id x + 2i−1 T for 1 6 i 6 c is a finger entry
and a distinct neighbor of a given SN.
k
Proof of the statement 1: We represent T = 22c = 2k−c , the partition of keyspace
belonging to each SN. For a SN X with node id x, all other SNs are occupying
the ids: (x + T )%K, (x + 2T )%K, (x + 3T )%K · · · , (x + iT )%K, · · · . % represents the modulo operation. But not all of them fall in the neighbor list of SN
X.
We see that x + 2i−1 T = x + 2k−c+i is an element of the set X = {x + 2i−1 :
i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k} and this S is the set of all fingers anticipated by the Chord
routing. (To learn about what are the possible finger entries in Chord, refer
to [25]). The maximum entry of the finger list is when 2k−c−i = 2k−1 . i.e.
i = c − 1. This proves the statement 1.
Statement 2: No other SNs fall in the set X = {x + 2i−1 : i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k}.
Proof of the statement 2: First we assume that this statement is false. For the
above statement to be false, we require both of the following equations to be
satisfied.
x + nT = x + 2i−1

(36)

l

n 6= 2 For any l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, · · · c − 1}

(37)

But, it is impossible to satisfy both equations together for T = 2k−c . Thus
statement 2 is valid.
Statement 3: No reference is ever made by the finger pointer to a key that
lies between neighbor SNs with node id x + 2j−1 T and x + 2j T for 1 6 j 6 c.
Proof of the statement 3: We determine the entry i1 in the finger table corresponding to node ID x + 2j−1 T from the equation below
x + 2j−1 T = x + 2i1 −1
i1 = j + k − c = j + k − c
Also the corresponding entry i2 in the finger table corresponding to node ID
x + 2j T is solved by using the equation below
x + 2j−1 T = x + 2i2 −1
i2 = j + k − c + 1
The next entry after i1 in finger entry table is i1 + 1 pointing to the key
x + 2i1 +1−1 . This is the entry corresponding to i2 . It means that the next
finger pointer after i1 is i2 itself. There are no referrals to any key in between.
Statement 1 means that c SNs having id x + 2i T for 0 6 i 6 c − 1 fall in
the neighbor list of SN X. Statement 2 says that no other SNs fall as the neighbor of SN X. Statement 3 shows that there would be no pointer references to a
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key between the two fingers as determined in statement 1. The three statements
then together mean that there are exactly c neighbors of SN X.

Appendix B:
Proof of Proposition 6
Proposition: Prove that in a load-balanced Chord, a lookup being forwarded to
the ith neighbor of SN X is forwarded to one of the first i − 1 neighbors only.
Proof. In order to prove this result, we first assert the following statement.
Statement 4: The ith neighbor of the ith neighbor of node X is the (i + 1)th
neighbor of node X.
Proof of the statement 4: We represent the node id of the ith neighbor of node
X with node id x as Ni (x). Then from previous argument in statement 1 of
Appendix A, we have
Ni (x) = x + 2i−1 T
(38)
The ith neighbor of the ith neighbor of node X is represented as Ni (Ni (x)). We
obtain the following
Ni (Ni (x)) = Ni (x + 2i−1 T ) = x + 2i−1 T + 2i−1 T
= x + T (2i−1 + 2i−1 ) = x + 2i T

(39)

But, from 38, we have
Ni+1 (x) = x + 2i+1−1

(40)

From 39 and 40, we conclude that statement 4 is true.
Using this statement 4, for any lookup forwarded by node X to its ith neighbor Y , we can say that Y will never forward the lookup to its ith neighbor
Z. This is because if it had to, X would have directly forwarded to its i + 1th
neighbor (node Z) following the greedy algorithm. The greedy behavior of routing also prohibits any subsequent forward by node Y beyond its ith neighbor
because if any such nodes existed, Z would be chosen by X at first place.

Appendix C:
Proof of Proposition 7
Proposition: Prove that each SN in the load-balanced Chord has 2c−b Eb-NRSN.
Proof. In the Lookup Routing Path Tree (LRPT) of any SN i, a SN in the j th
branch of LRPT can have one more SN if and only if j ≥ b.
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We define Λb (i) as the number of Eb-NRSN in the ith branch of the LRPT
of the SN under consideration. Then, we have the following:
Λb (i) = 0 For 0 6 i < b
Λb (b) = 1

(41)

The LRPT has a general recurrence as described earlier. The recursion leads
to the fact that the number of Eb-NRSN in the i + 1th branch is the sum of the
numbers in the previous branches. i.e.
Λb (i + 1) =

i
X

Λb (j) =

j=0

= Λb (b) +

i
X

i
X

Λb (j)

j=b

Λb (j) For all i > b

(42)

j=b+1

This recurrence and the initial condition of Λb (b) = 1 means that the expression
for Λb (i + 1) is expressed as:
Λb (i + 1) = 1 + 1 + 2 + 22 + 23 + · · · + 2i−b = 1 +

2i−b − 1
2−1

= 2i−b

(43)

Then we have
Λb (c) = 1 +

c−1
X

Λb (i) = 2c−b−1

(44)

i=b+1

Now, the total number of Eb-NRSN (i.e. nb ) is the sum of all these. i.e
nb =

c
X

Λb (i) = 1 +

i=b

c−1
X

Λb (i) + Λb (c)

i=b+1

= 2Λb (c) = 2 × 2c−b−1 = 2c−b

(45)

Appendix D:
Derivation of Lookup Hop Distribution of Loadbalanced Chord DHT
Let, random variable S denote the number of SNs visited by a lookup originating
at one of the SNs.
we define,
P {S = i} = Prob{ A Lookup visits i SNs before absorption}
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By observing the lookup routing path tree in figure 5, and defining X(i) as the
number of nodes in the tree in figure 5 that are (i − 1) hop away from the
originating SN,
we note the followings:
X(1) = 1

X(2) = c

X(3) =

c−1
X

i

X(4) =

i=1

c−2
X

i
X

j

i=1 j=1

···
c−(κ−2)

X(κ) =
|

X

a
X

a=1

b=1

···

h X
i
X

j f or1 ≤ κ ≤ (c + 1)

(46)

i=1 j=1

{z

}

(κ−2) sums of sums

For any lookup originating at one of the SNs, the probability of a lookup being
absorbed after visiting i SNs is proportional to X(i) as all the nodes in the root
are equiprobabally absorbing a lookup.We get,
P {S = i} =

X(i)
N

(47)

Now, the expected number of SNs visited before a lookup is absorbed is:
E{S} = S =

c+1
X

iP {S = i}

i=1

=1+
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c
2

(48)

